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Abstract 
Exponential inequalities, the law of the iterated logarithm and the bootstrap central limit 
theorem for U-processes indexed by Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes of functions are derived. 
These results are then applied to the asymptotics and the bootstrap of U-statistics with 
estimated parameters, in particular to the trimming of U-statistics. 
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1. Introduction 
Several authors (Sukhatme, 1958; Randles, 1982; de Wet and Randles, 1987) 
consider convergence of U-statistics over a kernel that contains an unknown para- 
meter which is estimated from the data. Jansen et al. (1987) apply Randles’ results to 
prove asymptotic normality of U-statistics based on trimmed samples and give several 
examples illustrating the interest of these statistics. Janssen and Veraverbeke (1991) 
consider their bootstrap in probability. In Arcones and Gine (1993) we develop some 
asymptotic theory of U-processes indexed by general classes of functions. If the class 
of functions satisfies good entropy properties then more can be said e.g., about the 
bootstrap, the law of the iterated logarithm, and the oscillations of the process. In this 
article we obtain these additional results and show that they can be used, as an 
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interesting alternative to Randles’ work, for proving limit theorems and their 
bootstrap counterparts for U-statistics with estimated parameters and, in particular, 
for U-statistics based on trimmed samples and for trimmed U-statistics. In doing so, 
we obtain asymptotic normality for these statistics under weaker hypotheses than 
considered before, and also the as. bootstrap (as opposed to the bootstrap in probability). 
We describe some notation. If h(xi, . . . ,x,) is a symmetric function (i.e., a function 
symmetric in its arguments) and {Xi}l= 1 are i.i.d. (P) random variables then the 
U-statistic with kernel h based on P is defined as 
U”,(h, P) = (n - m)!(n!)- l C h(Xi,,... ,xim) (1.1) 
(i,,...,i,)fZ: 
where I”, = {(i 1, . . . , i,): 1 I ij I n and ik # ij for k # j } and the V-statistic as 
V;(h, P) = n -“, i h(Xil, ... ,Xi,,,). (1.2) 
i,,...,i,=l 
Let F be a class of measurable symmetric functions of m variables. As in Arcones and 
Gine (1993), we say that the CLT (Central Limit Theorem) holds for the process 
(n”‘(Uk(L P) - Ef): f~ F} if th ere is a Gaussian process (G(f): SE F} which has 
a version with bounded and d-uniformly continuous paths, d being the pseudodis- 
tance defined by d’(f, g) := Var(P”-‘(f- g)), and if 
n”2(un,(f, P) - ES) 5 G(f) uniformly in 1”(F) (1.3) 
where convergence is in the sense of Hoffmann-Jorgensen (1991), (see e.g. Gine and 
Zinn (1990)). Then G is a centered Gaussian process indexed by the class 9, with 
covariance EG(f)G(g) = m2P[(Pm-1f)(Pm-1g)] - mz(Pmf)(Pmg). It is well-known 
that (1.3) is equivalent to both (F, d) being totally bounded and 
lim lim sup Pr 
i 
SUP ny tJZ(ft P) - Ef- Lqg, P) + EgJ > & 
1 
= 0 (1.4) 
a+0 n+‘x d(S, 9) 16 
for all E > 0 (where Pu is outer measure if the variable within the bracket is not 
measurable). If G has a version with bounded, p-uniformly continuous paths for some 
pseudodistance p on F, then (1.4) with d replaced by p is sufficient for the CLT (1.3). 
The content of the different sections is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the 
bootstrap of U-processes. Unlike the bootstrap results in GinC and Zinn (1990) we 
restrict ourselves to the particular, but ubiquitous, case of VC-subgraph classes of 
functions. We prove that in this case the bootstrap works a.s. and under arbitrary 
bootstrap sample size (tending to infinity with the sample size). VC-subgraph classes 
are defined as follows (Dudley, 1984, p. 8 1). Given a set S and a collection of subsets ‘%, 
for A c S, let A’(A) = card {A n C: Cc%}, and mg(n) = max(Av(A): card (A) = n}; 
then % is a VC class if m”(n) < 2” for some n. Given a function f: S + Iw, the subgraph 
off is {(x, t)~ S x iw: 0 I t I f(x) or f(x) I t 5 O}. A class of functions F is a VC- 
subgraph class if the collection of subgraphs of F is a VC class. See (Dudley, 1984; 
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Alexander, 1984; Polard, 1984) for important properties of these classes of 
functions. 
In Section 3 we study the almost sure limit of the oscillations of U-processes over 
uniformly bounded classes F satisfying good entropy conditions (in particular over 
VC-subgraph classes of functions). The law of the iterated logarithm for these 
processes is also obtained (it extends and improves upon earlier results for empirical 
processes of U-statistic structure in e.g. Helmers et al., 1983; Schneemeier, 1989). The 
results of this section are used in subsequent sections to obtain almost sure bootstrap 
limit theorems for U-statistics with estimated parameters and, in particular, for 
trimmed U-statistics. 
Section 4 deals with the convergence and bootstrap convergence of U-statistics 
with estimated parameters. The bootstrap in probability obtained in Janssen and 
Veraverbeke (1991) is strengthened to an almost sure bootstrap. 
In Section 5 we show how the results from Section 4 apply to trimmed U-statistics 
and to U-statistics based on trimmed samples to obtain limit theorems from Janssen 
et al. (1987) and Gijbels et al. (1988) under weaker hypotheses. The almost sure 
bootstrap versions of these theorems are also obtained. 
2. The hoostrap of U-processes 
Given a pseudometric space (T, d), the c-covering number N(E, T, d) is defined as 
N(e, T, d) = min(n: there exists a covering of T by n balls of d-radius I E}. 
In what follows _F denotes a class of functions f: S” + R and F is a measurable 
function with F(x) 2 supfc9 If(x We will need some measurability on the class 9”. 
We say that F is measurable if it is image admissible Suslin (see Dudley, 1984, p. 101 
for this definition). This condition is satisfied for a countable class of measurable 
functions, which is all we need in the applications. Given a positive measure ,u on 
(S, Y) we define N,(E, F, p) = N(e, F, /) /) L2cpj). The covering numbers NZ(&, 9, p) of 
many classes of functions 9 are bounded uniformly in ,L If ZF is a VC-subgraph class 
(Pollard, 1984, Proposition 11.25) then there are finite constants A and u such that, for 
each probability measure p with pF2 -c co, 
N~(E, 9, p) _< A(p(F2)1’z/~)“. (2.1) 
Given the sample X1, . . . ,X, i.i.d. with law P, the bootstrap random variables are 
denoted by X,$ ,..., Xz,. Conditionally on the sample, they are i.i.d. with law 
P,, = H-I Cf= 1 dx,. -W*, Pr* and E* will denote respectively conditional law, probability 
and expectation given the sample (Xi}. Note in particular that for any real valued 
function f of N variables, measurable or not, E*f(Xz, 1, . . . , Xz,,) exists, so that there 
are never measurability problems when integrating functions of the bootstrap vari- 
ables conditionally on the sample. 
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All the limits of probability measures in this article refer to convergence in law of 
random elements in the usual way if they are measurable, and in the Hoff- 
mann-Jorgensen sense if they are not. Even if K are not measurable we abusively 
write lim T(Y,,) to indicate convergence in this sense. 
The following theorem shows that if 9 satisfies a uniform entropy condition ((2.2) 
below, weaker than (2.1)) and some natural integrability requirements, then the CLT 
for the U-processes indexed by F can be bootstrapped a.s. (for arbitrary bootstrap 
sample size). 
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a measurable class of symmetric functions f: S” + R satisfying 
the following conditions. 
(i) There is a function A: (0, co) -+ [0, co) with J,” A(u) du < co such that for each 
probability measure p with pF2 < 00 
(log N+ (pF’)l”, 9, p))“’ I A(v). u > 0. (2.2) 
(ii) For all integers i,, . . . , i,, 
EIF(Xi,,...,xj_)J2Cardiil,...,i.)/m < a. (2.3) 
Then if N, + co, 
= a.s. lim _9{n”2(U;(f, P) - Ef): fEF->. 
“-too 
Proof. Theorem 4.9 in Arcones and Gine (1993) implies that n112 (Uk(f, P) - Ef) 
converges weakly uniformly in F. So we only need to prove bootstrap convergence. 
By the multidimensional analogue of the last theorem in Bretagnolle (1983), or by 
Arcones and Gin& (1992), Remarks 2.10 and 2.5, and Corollary 2.6, we have conver- 
gence of the finite dimensional distributions of the bootstrap. Hence, we only need to 
prove a.s. tightness of 
Z*(N:‘2(U% P,) - I’“,(K P)) f EF”). 
Under conditions (i) and (ii), the limiting process G in (1.3) has a version with bounded, 
e-continuous paths by Dudley’s theorem, where e2(J g) = P”‘(f - 9)‘. Therefore, by 
the comment following (1.4), letting 9: = (f- g: f, g EF, 11 f - g I(L2CPmj 5 S}, it is 
enough to show that a.s. 
lim limsup E*II N,‘j2(U2(S, P,) - V;(f, P))/19:b = 0, 
6-0 n+m 
(2.4) 
where here and in all that follows, given a collection of functions 2 and a functional 
@, we let /I @(f) II x := supfeS 1 @(f) 1. In this proof c will denote an arbitrary constant 
that may vary from line to line. By the symmetrization method in Arcones and Gine 
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(1993), proof of Theorem 3.1, 
21 
(*) := E* II N,!‘2VJt’tfi p,J - KU P)) /Is; 
5 cE* 11 N,“2(Nn - m)!(N,!) 2 Filh(XZ,il, ... ~xZi,)l12F~ 
(i,,...,i,)El> 
where {.si}lPD, 1 are i.i.d. random variables with law Pr(si = I} = Pr{si = - 1) = l/2, 
independent of the Xi’s and the Xz,cs (so, E* includes integration with respect to the 
&i’s). Then, the usual metric entropy bound for subgaussian processes (see e.g. Proposi- 
tion 2.6 in Arcones and Gin6 (1993) and note that 0 E 9:) gives, by Fubini’s theorem, 
s 
D’ 
(*) I cE* (log N(r, R;, ~))l’~ dr, 
0 
where, letting E, denote integration with respect to the Rademacher variables Ei only, 
a(J g) and D* are defined by 
o(f; g) = (E,[N,“2(Nn - m)!(N,!)-’ c &i,(f- 9)(xZ,i,, ...f xZ,i,)12)1’2 
and 
D* = sup (EEIN;‘2(Nn - m)!(N,!)-’ 1 Eilh(XZ,i,, .* 
hE3”; (il,...,t,)EI> 
Let p,, = ((N,, - m)!/N,!) C(il ,.._, i,)cI> 6(x,*, ,,...,, u:,_). Then, 
E,( (N, - m)!(N,,!)- ’ c Eilh(XZ,i,, ... ~x~,i,)12 
(i,,...,i,)EI:” 
= NJ (N,, - m)!)‘(Nn!)-’ F c h(XZ il 
il=l (iz ,..., i,): (il ,..., i,,)EI> 
> .. 
) 
2 
. 9 xZ,i,) 
s (N,, - m)!(N,!)-’ c h’(XZ,i,, ...) XL,,) = dh’). 
(i,,....ir)EI> 
So, if D = ll,u,f” /I::, hypothesis (2.2) and the simple observation that 
N(a, F’, a) I (N(s/2, F, cr))2 give 
(*)scE* D 
s 
(log Nz(o, Pi, p”))l” du 5 cE* 
0 I 
D 
/Z(V/~(~~F~)“~)~D (2.5) 
0 
D/2(/i F2)"2 " 2 l/2 
I c(E*,u,F2)“’ E* 
( u 
,I(v)dv . 
0 I! 
By hypothesis, C := J,“n(v)dv < co, and by (2.3) and the law of large numbers for 
U-statistics ((2.10) in Arcones and Gin& (1992)), E*pnFZ = n-“‘Zy ,,,,,, Im=l 
F2(Xil, . . . 3 Xi_) -+ EF 2 as. This and (2.5) imply that in order to prove (2.4) 
it suffices to show limdYo limsup,,, D = 0 in Pr* probability, a.s.: If this is 
.,- 
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the case then 
D/Z(p,F*)"' 2 
lim lim sup E * A(v) dv 
b-0 n+co 0 
< limlimsup C2Pr*{D/2(y,F2)“2 > c) + 
a+0 “*cc 
(j; +)dvy] 
5 (j,L(v)dv) as., for all E > 0. 
We show that limg,0 lim sup,,, E*D2 = 0 a.s. (which is slightly more than is needed) 
in two steps, by proving 
lim lim sup I( E*f2 I( sr; = 0 a.s. (2.6) 
6-O n-r, 
and 
(N, - m)!(N,!)-’ 
6-o n-r, 
(2.7) 
In order to prove (2.6) it is enough to show that 
)/E*f2-PPf21(F,= a-“‘, i 
II 
(f2(Xil,...,Xi,)-Pf2) +O a.s. 
I,,...,i,=l II 9’ 
where 9’ = (f- g: f, g EF}. This follows from the law of large numbers for 
V-processes (Arcones and Gin&, 1993, Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.11): with the 
notation N,,,Jc, 2) = N(E, 2, en,&, e,,,,(S, g) = (u”,(lf- glp))l’p, 1 I p < 03, and 
Ff2 = {f”: fog’}, we must show n-l log N,, 1 (a, 9”) + 0 in probability for all 
E > 0. Since EF2 < co, an easy argument using the law of large numbers for U- 
statistics shows that it suffices to prove this limit for every truncation of F”, that is, 
we must show n- 1 log N,, I (E, gt21F 5M) -+ 0 in probability for all F > 0 and M > 0. 
But this follows from hypothesis (2.2), which gives 
N,, I(& ~“ZF<M) I N,,,(c/4M, 9’) I (N,,,,(@M, F))” 
5 (N,, 2(c/gM, F))” < c2n2(&/8M(v:(F2))“‘) ,,,,e2~2(&/sM(EF2)“2). 
In order to prove (2.7) we first note 
(2.8) 
n 
< 8ECF21 - F>M = 8~1~~ 1 F2(X,,i,, ... ,Xn,i,,,)lF>M + 8EF21~>~, 
i,,...,i,=l 
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which tends to zero as M -+ co. Again, by the symmetrization method in Arcones and 
Gine (1993) Theorem 3.1, we have 
E* (N, - m)!(N,!)-1 
(I 
2 (f’(xZ,i,, ... ,XZ,i,,,)rF<, - E*./“*~F<M) 
(i,,.,.,i,)EI~ I/ 9; 
(2.9) 
5 cE* (N,, - m)!(N,!)-’ 
/I 
1 Ei~fz(X,*,i~~ ... > xZ,i,)lF<M 
(il,...,im)eI> II 9’. 6 
Note that for J g E 9; and for all n large enough, 
E, N,“*(N, - m)!(N,!)-’ 1 &i,(f* - S2)(xf,i,, ..*> xZ,i,)zF5M ’ 
(il,...,~,)EI> 
I (N, - m)!(Nn!)_’ 1 (f’ - S2)2(xZ,i,9 ... 9 Xn*,i,)lF_cM 
(il,...,i,JEIf,” 
I 16MZ(N, - m)! (IV,!) l C (f- S)2(xZ,it, ... 3 xZ,i,)zF<M 
(i,,...,i,Jef> 
= 16M2/Lu,(f- g)2. 
Then, the above mentioned entropy bound and the argument in inequality (2.5) give 
(2.10) 
s I) _< cMN, l’*E* (logN,(E, yh, A))~‘* d& 0 
< cMN -1’2E*(p,,F2)1’2 - n 
s 
m ;1(v)dv+ 0. 
0 
Finally (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) imply (2.7). 0 
A function f: S” + iw is P-canonical if f is symmetric and Pf(. , x2, . . . ,x,) = 0 for 
all x 2, . . . ,x, ES. Given 0 _< k 2 m and a probability measure P, we let 
(7&$)(X1, . . . ,Xk) = (&, - P) ... (&, - P)Pm-k(h) (2.11) 
where, for measures Qi, Qr ... em(~) = s h(xl, . . . ,x,) dQ,(x,) ... dQ,,&). It follows 
that a symmetric function f is canonical if and only if f= r~i,,,f: Variations of the 
proof of the last theorem, using the boostrap limit theorem in Arcones and Gine 
(1992), full Rademacher randomization (as in Arcones and Gin&, 1993, 2.3, Proposi- 
tion 2.1 and the entropy bound for Rademacher chaos (e.g. Arcones and Gin&, 1993, 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.6), give the following result, whose proof we omit: 
Theorem 2.2. Let 9 be a measurable class of canonicaljiinctionsfrom S” to R satisfying 
condition (2.3) and that there is a function il : (0, co) + [0, CO) with j ,” (A(v))“‘* dv < CO 
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such that for each probability measure p with yF2 < co 
logNz(v(~F2)“2, %, p) I I(u), u > 0. 
= B.S. lim _Y Cm/2 
“+CC 
(il ,, “, I” f(xi,,...,xi,): fEF . 
I .,bnE m I 
Hoeffding’s decomposition together with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 gives the bootstrap 
for any degree of degeneracy of % (between 0, the non-degenerate case, and m - 1, the 
P-canonical case) i.e., the analogue of Theorem 2.4 in Arcones and Gin& (1993) for 
U-processes indexed by classes of sets which satisfy good entropy conditions. 
3. Decay of the oscillations of a U-process 
The goal of this section is to study the behavior of the oscillations of U-processes 
over uniformly bounded classes of real functions % that satisfy good entropy condi- 
tions (we say that the class % is uniformly bounded if there is M < CC such that 
liflioU I M for all f~ %). The corresponding result for empirical processes is an 
immediate consequence of an exponential inequality of Alexander (1984) and applies 
to the linear term of the Hoeffding expansion of the U-process. Then, an exponential 
inequality for canonical U-processes shows that the oscillations of the higher order 
terms in the Hoeffding expansion decrease faster than those of the linear term. We 
begin with the oscillations of the empirical process. 
Lemma 3.1. Let % be a uniformly bounded measurable class ofjiinctions on S satisfying 
the property that there are finite constants a and p such that 
(3.1) 
for all e > 0, where the sup is taken over all probability measures Q on (S, 9). Let 
p(f, g) = (Var,(f- g))‘12, and let %hc, = {f- g: f,gE% and p(f,g) < a,}, where 
(6,) is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying 
Then there is a finite constant c, depending only on p, d and supX, f If(x such that 
n1/2 
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Proof. Clearly we may assume that 0 <f< 1 for all f~ 9. By the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma, it suffices to prove that 
(3.2) 
We will use Proposition 3.1 in Alexander (1984) in order to bound the general term in 
this series for large values of IZ. We take 
NM, II, 4 = 
M2 
2a(I + 3-‘J,,fn-‘/2CI-1)’ s = +’ ff=6,2 
and 
M = c(logn)“26,. 
Hence we need to check conditions (2.13)-(2.16) in Alexander (1984). (2.13) holds for 
n large if m > max (32,216c2d2, 16cd). (2.14) and (2.15) hold for IZ large if 
c2 > 64(1 + dc3- ‘)p. (2.16) holds for all k 2 1 and n large if m > p216d2. Therefore we 
obtain 
If c2 > 4 + (4/3)cd then the series (3.2) converges. We note that the condition required 
of c is just c2 > [64(1 + dc/3)p] v [4 + (4/3)cd]. 0 
In order to study the oscillations of U-processes we will analyze the different 
components of its Hoeffding’s decomposition. In the notation of (2.11) the Hoeffding 
decomposition can be written as 
k=O 
(see e.g. Arcones and Gin&, 1992). As mentioned above, we will apply Lemma 3.1 to 
the linear part of the decomposition, and will handle the rest by means of an 
exponential inequality for uniformly bounded canonical processes. Canonical pro- 
cesses reduce, after decoupling and symmetrization, to (conditional) Rademacher 
chaos process. 
A Rademacher chaos process of order m is a stochastic process of the form 
{Xt = Cc,,, ,_,, i,),=rkai,, _.., i,(t)sil, . . . ,&i,,,}teT with the functions ai,, . . . . i,(r) symmetric in 
the indices, and (Ed} a Rademacher sequence (i.e., the variables Ei are i.i.d. with law 
P{Ei = 1) = P{Q = -l} = i). We further assume /IX 11 := supftT IX,/ < CO a.s. These 
processes have good integrability properties (see Borell, 1979): 
(E II x IIPPP 5 ((P - 1)/h - 1))m’2(E II x II qPq (3.4) 
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for all 1 < q < p < 00. As a consequence, there are constant cl, c2, depending only on 
m, such that 
Ee /I x i/1’m 5 cleW”‘m (3.5) 
where CJ = (E jJ X /I ‘)l/‘. Therefore (see e.g. Arcones and Gin&, 1993, Proposition 2.6) 
s 
D 
E sup IX,-X,llKm (log N(E, T, p))“” ds (3.6) 
s,tsT 0 
where p(s, t) = (E\X, - Xs(2)1/z, D = SUP,,,,~ p(s, t) and K, is a universal constant. 
The following theorem extends to U-processes over classes of canonical functions with 
good entropy properties an exponential inequality for U-statistics (Arcones and Gin& 
1993, Proposition 2.3(d)). 
Theorem 3.2. Let % be a measurable class of P-canonical functions f: S” + R satisfy- 
ing: 
(i) % is uniformly bounded by 1. 
(ii) There is a function A: (0, KI) + [0, co) with J,” A(v)dv < co such that for each 
probability measure p 
(logNz(&, 9, p))m’Z 5 A(&), E > 0. 
Then, there are constants c and c’ such that,for all t > 0 and n 2 m 
Pr 
(II 
n-42 C f (Xii, . . . , Xi_) 2 t < ceCc’+ 
(i,,...,i,)sZL /I ) .!F 
Proof. c and c’ will denote constants which may vary from line to line. We will assume 
without loss of generality that OE%. Since exlim is convex for x large, by decoupling 
(de la Pefia (1992)) 
l/m 
n~“‘2~f(Xi,,...,Xi,) 
II ) F 
, 
where Xij’, in N, j I m, are i.i.d. (P). By symmetrization and (3.5) this expression is 
bounded by 
, 
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where {~jj)) is a Rademacher array independent of the variables Xi”. (Note that (3.5) 
applies because a ‘decoupled’ Rademacher process is a particular case of 
a Rademacher process.) Inequality (3.4) implies (E 1) X 11’)“’ I 23”‘2E )I X /I by 
Hiilder’s inequality: E )I X )I 2 = E( 1) X 1) 1/2 I/ X 1) 3’2) I (E /I X 1) “2(E I) X II 3)1’2 < 
(E )I X ())11223mi4(E /( X (( 2)3/4. So, defining (in analogy with the proof of Theorem 3.1) 
Ciflf’ n-“Ci,,...,i,~nf(XI:‘, ...9 Xi:‘) and D2 := supf,seF$n If- g12, (3.6) gives 
a quantity bounded uniformly in n by hypothesis (ii). Hence (*) I ce”“. Now the 
result follows by Markov’s inequality (applied to the function eAll’ IIa;- and then 
choosing ;i = Pim/2c’). 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a measurable class of functions f: S” -+ iw satisfying: 
(i) 9 is uniformly bounded. 
(ii) There are A > 0 and v < CC such that Nl(E, 9, p) 2 (A/E)” for all probability 
measures ,u. 
Let (6,) be a sequence of positive numbers and let Pi, = (f - g :f; g EF-, 
E(f- g)’ < 8:). If b := sup,6;‘(logn/n)“’ < CO then 
p 
li~s_Up (logn)‘i26, 
IIK(f,P)- Ff/I9;, IC a.s. 
where c is a constant depending on v, d, A and SUP~,~ 1 f (x)(. 
Proof. By (3.3), /I U: (f, P) - P”‘f ]Istb, I ]IP,,n;,,f /IS-b_ + C;&‘) ti ~~@kqm~ p) tb;; 
Lemma 3.1 implies that there is finite constant c such that 
n’/2 
liF+yp (logn)“26, 11 n 
-1 
f: zT,*f(xj) 5 c as. j= 1 II 
~, 
d. 
In order to apply Theorem 3.2 to the remainder terms we note that for any probability 
measure v on Sk, the quantity [/xf,,(f- g)) (1 Lzcvj is dominated by the sum of 2k 
L,-distances. Thus, condition (ii) implies that the class of canonical functions 
{xf,m f : f E S> satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and therefore, since for linear 
functionals @, ]I @ 11 Ft < 2 1) @ /IF, Theorem 3.2 gives that, for k 2 2, 
lim sup (n/log n)ki2 /) U;(xE,,f, P) ))9b, I c2 a.s., 
“+a; 
and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 3.3 immediately yields the following Corollary. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let 9 be as in Theorem 3.3. Then, for any sequence 6, such that, 
&(log n)“’ -+ 0, 
lim nl” (/ UL(f; P) - P”f(/sb. = 0 as. 
n-m 
Theorem 3.2 also implies a law of the iterated logarithm for U-processes indexed by 
VC-subgraph classes as follows. 
Corollary 3.5. Let F be as in Theorem 3.3, Then, 
lim sup (n/2 log log n)“’ 11 Uz(f, P) - P”f I/ g = sup (E(z,,,~(X))~)“~ a.s. 
n-no feP 
Proof. Theorem 3.2 implies, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, that 
lim (n/2 log log n)l” 
“-CC II 
k$2 (8 UZ6’,mh, P) 11 = 0 a.s. 
.%= 
Hence, the result follows from the LIL for empirical processes (Kuelbs and Dudley, 
1980) applied to the second summand in the Hoeffding decomposition of 
G(ft P). n 
Precedents of Corollary 3.5 can be found in (Helmers et al., 1988, Corollary 2.1; 
Janssen, 1988) where the LIL is mentioned as an open problem; and (Schneemeier, 
1989, Theorem 3.7). These references consider the particular case of empirical pro- 
cesses of U-statistic structure, and their bounds are of the form lim sup,,, (n/log n)“’ (I 
U$(fT P) - P”f (/ F < C a.s. for some C < GO. In subsequent work, Arcones (1993) has 
shown that the uniform boundedness hypothesis for the class F in the law of the 
iterated logarithm for U-processes can be relaxed to finite second moment of its envelope. 
4. U-statistics with estimated parameters 
Let 0 be an open subset of Rp, let (h,: 0 E 0) be a collection of symmetric functions, 
and let 8, = BI1(X1, .. . . X,,) be an estimator of (!I,-,. First we give conditions on the 
convergence of n”‘(U”,(hO,, P) - H(f?,)) where H(B) = EhO. 
Theorem 4.1. In the notation of the last paragraph, assume: 
(i) n”‘(UL(he,, P) - H(B,)) and n1i2(0,, - 8,) conoerge jointly in distribution. 
(ii) H is difirentiable at 13~. 
(iii) For all E > 0, 
lim lim sup Pr sup n”‘( U”,(hO, P) - H(0) - U”,(he,, P) + H(B,)I > E = 0. 
6-o n-t’x i lH-B,lS6 
Then the sequence {n”‘(U”,(hs,, P) - H(0,))] converges in distribution. 
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Proof. Consider the following decomposition. 
n”2(U;(h,,, P) - H(B,)) = [n”2(U;&10, P) - H(8,)) + n”W(e,)‘(e” - &))I 
+ Cnii2(W&) - H(Q0) - H’(O). (4 - &I))1 
+ C~“2uclh9,~ PI - ff(RJ - eIv%p P) + ~(&))I 
=: I + II + III. (4.1) 
Condition (i) implies that I converges in distribution. (i) and (ii) imply ZZ % 0. III 5 0 
because of (iii) and the fact that, by (i), 0, ‘-: &,. 0 
Condition (iii) is usually easy to check. See Arcones and Gine (1993) for several 
sufficient conditions. In particular, if sup{ (h&i, . . . ,x,)1: 1~9 - &,) -c F} I F(xl, . . . , x,), 
EF2(X1, . ..) X,,J< cc and condition (2.2) holds, then Theorem 4.9 in Arcones and 
Gint (1993) implies condition (iii). Condition (2.2) is satisfied by VC-subgraph classes 
of functions 9. This is often easier to check than the integrability conditions in 
Randles (1982). Theorem 4.1 neither contains nor is contained in Theorem 2.8 of 
Randles (1982). In fact the classes 9 that appear in practice are usually VC-subgraph 
and, in this situation, Theorem 4.1 has weaker moment assumptions than The- 
orem 2.8 in Randles (1982). 
Under slightly stronger conditions it is possible to obtain the bootstrap of 
Theorem 4.1 (see Theorem 1 in Janssen and Veraverbeke (1991) for the bootstrap in 
probability). 
Theorem 4.2. Besides the hypotheses in Theorem 4.1 suppose that there is a bootstrap 
estimate e,* of e0 satisfying: 
(4 lim nja) ~*(n1’2(Wh0,, P,) - E,(h,,, P)), nr”(Q,* 
= a.s. lim .9(n’i2(U”,(h0,, P) - H(B,)), n1’2(61n - 
n-m 
- 63 
eo)). 
(ii) 
(iii) 
lim0,,0_8010’ - e1-yfqe’) - H(e) - kr(e,)-(8’ - e)l+ 0. 
There is an E > 0 such that the class .F := {h,: ]I3 - t!IoI < E} is uniformly 
bounded. 
(iv) 9 satisjies condition (3.1). 
(v) lim,,,(log l/6)sup{~m~he - he,15 18 - 8’1 c 6, le - e,l < E, 18’ - eol < E) = 0 
(vi) 8, -+ e0 as. 
Then, 
lim Lf’*(n’i2(U”,(hoz, P,) - U”,(hsn, P))) =_ lim Y(n”2(U;(hen, P) - H(B,))). 
n-cc fl’az 
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Proof. Consider the following identity 
n”VXl(~,,, P.) - G(he,, 0) 
= [n”2(LJ;(h,,, P,) - U;(h(+ P) + n”2H’(8,).(8: - &))I 
+ [n”2(H@,*) - H(8,) - H’(8,).(8,* - &))I 
+ C~“2(uX~,,, Pi?) - X(&t, P) - U”,(heO, P”) + X(heO, fw 
+ ~~“2wN%~, PI - He3 - Wh,, PI + H(W)1 
=: I + II + 111 + IV. 
Then, I converges weakly as. by condition (i). II s 0 a.s. by condition (ii) and the 
bootstrap CLT for 0:. Since limM,, limsup,,, Pr*{n1i2(Q,* - 8,( > M) = 0 a.s. in 
order to have IV- Pr* 0 a.s. it is enough that 
sup nii2J U;(h,, P) - H(s) - U”,(h(, P) + H(t)\ -+ 0 a.s. 
(s-tlIMn-“*,ls-Bo(~e,lt--e,lIz 
This follows from Corollary 3.4 since 
lim sup{(E(h, - h,(2)112: (s - t( 5 Mn-ri2, 1s - e,l 5 E, 
n-rcc 
1 t - e. 1 I 8) (log fly = 0 
by condition (v). Finally, to prove III Pr* --+ 0 a.s. we use Theorem 2.1. Condition (3.1) 
for % uniformly bounded implies (2.2) for F = constant. Hence, Theorem 2.1 applies 
to our %. In the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 VG(f, P) can be replaced by UT(f, P) 
since ,‘I2 // VL(f, P) - Ur(f, P) \I9 = O(n-“‘) if % is uniformly bounded. The as. 
bootstrap central limit theorem for % implies an asymptotic equicontinuity condition 
(as in (1.4)): almost surely, for all 7 > 0, 
lim lim sup Pr * sup ,I’2 1 Uy&J,, P”) - U;(hp) P) 
a+cc n+co Elk,, - h,(’ < 6; 18’ - &I,18 - Bol 5s 
- U;(h,, P,) + U:(he, P)I > z = 0. 
Now, the desired limit for III follows from this limit and the fact that 
lim M+oolimsup.+, Pr*{n”*lB,* - B,,( > M} = 0 a.s. (by (i) and (vi)), using (v) as 
done in the proof of the same limit for IV. q 
5. Applications 
We explore the asymptotics of trimmed U-statistics and U-statistics based on 
trimmed samples. Trimming is a way to robustify U-statistics and to reject possible 
outliers. 
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First we consider U-statistics based on trimmed samples. We follow Janssen et al. 
(1987) and Gijbels et al. (1988) but instead of using Randles (1982), we use Theorem 4.1, 
and we do require weaker moment conditions. The framework is as follows: X1, . . . , X, are 
i.i.d. random variables; x, 1, . . . , K,, are the ordered statistics of X,, . . . , X, 
(K, 1 I ... I Y,,,). For 0 < a < p < 1 we let r~,,~ = [nb] - [no]. F is the c.d.f. of XI and 
F, denotes the empirical c.d.f. of X1, . . . , X,. The U-statistic based on a trimmed sample is 
u n,a,p = (“aT l c h(K,it, ... 5 Yn,i,). (5.1) 
[nl]+l~i,cr’..<i,~[nB] 
Lettingp(u, 0) = (a - 0z-“~,“.~.~,“h(x,, . . . . x,) dF(x,) ... dF(x,), we are interested in 
the weak convergence of 
n’12(K c( B 1 I - P(F-~@~> F-‘(8))). v4 
For u < u let &,(x1, . . . ,x,) = (fl - CI)-“‘/Z(X~, . .. . x,,,)I~<~, ,._., x,s_v. We denote 
Kl(&,“,> P) = Un(u, 0). We need the following (known) lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Given f : S + Iw and a VC class %?, then { fZc: C E%?} is a VC-subgraph 
class of functions. 
Proof. Let 9 be the class of subgraphs of { flc: C E%?}. Given a set A, formed by 
n points (x1, tI), . . . ,(x,, t,) with xiES, tie R, let B = {xi: (xi, ti) belongs to the sub- 
graph off}. Then Ag(A) = A’(B). q 
Since each set in the class {{x1, . . . ,x,): u < x1, . . . ,x, I u}: u -=c u} is the intersec- 
tion of 2m halfspaces, this class is VC. Hence, by Lemma 5.1 the class 9 = {h(,,,): 
u < u} is a VC-subgraph class. The following theorem shows that the boundedness 
condition on the kernel in Theorem 2.1, Janssen et al. (1987) can be relaxed to 
a second moment condition. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume that, 
(i) There are 5, and ts such that F(4,) = CI and F(&) = /? and F is differentiable at 
5, and tp with positive derivative at both points. 
(ii) Thereareaandbwithac c,andtP< bsuchthatEh2(X1,...,X,,,)I,.~,,...,~,~~ 
< co. 
(iii) g(x) = $...s:: h(x,xz, . . . . x,)dF(x2)... dF(x,) is continuous at 5, and ta. 
Then the sequen>e 
{n’i2(K,ol,fl - P(5Z> 5;B))l 
converges in distribution to a normal law. 
Proof. First we observe that 
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is bounded a.s.: an elementary calculation shows that n(1 - (na@)-l(i)(/j - CZ)~) is
bounded. Since F is a VC-subgraph class, Corollary 3.3 in Arcones and Gin& (1992) 
implies that s~p,,<~IU”,(u, u) - ~(u, v))zO. Since (Yn,InaI, Y,,caI)a’s’(4,, ts) (e.g., 
Pollard, 1984, p. 7, for GI = f, and the proof for other quantiles is analogous), 
Un,(Y%[naI, m,r~al )zp(<,, ts) (we show below that p is differentiable at (<,, to)). 
Hence we need only consider the convergence of 
which will follow from Theorem 4.1 applied to the process UJu, IJ) with B0 = (c,, &) 
and 0, = (Yn,InaI, Y&P~). 
Condition (i) in Theorem 4.1 requires that 
converge jointly. Theorem 1 in Ghosh (1971) gives that 
nli2(Y,,[,a] - t ) + a men - af~4,)~0 
and 
n1’2(Yn,[“B, - 5s) + 
Pr 
n”2(K(5s) - B)/f(&?)-0 
where F’(L) = ./It,) and F’(4p) = f(t,d. S 0 we need that n”2WW,, &I) - A& &d), 
~‘V’&,) - 4lfKJ and n1’2(Fn(5& - B)lf(S& converge jointly, which they do since 
U-statistics always converge jointly. 
Condition (ii) in Theorem 4.1 is just the existence of the derivative of p 
at (L &). We will see that @(L &I)@, k) = -mS(L)s(kJh + mS(<&(&)k. To 
avoid notational difficulties we restrict ourselves to m = 2. We need to show 
that 
(*I =: ~(4, + k 5a + 4 - PL(L to) + mf(tMLV - mf(&&(ta)k = o(l(h, k)l). 
Note that 
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Hence 
(*) = 2 
s 
;;+& 
s 
5,+h 
g(x)dF(x) - 2f(~,)g(~# - 2 g(x) dF(x) + 2f(5Jg(5,)h 
+ [ -2 I;;+h j;;+k + j;;‘* J;;+* + jj+’ J;;+h]h(x; Y)dF(x)dF(y). 
Since g is continuous at <, and at & and F is differentiable at <, and & 
s 
&+k 
2 g(x)dF(x) - 2f(5&(&# = o(lkl) = o(l(k Ml) 
50 
s 
&+h 
2 g(x)dF(x) - 2f(5,)g(&)h = o(lhl) = o(l(k 40. 
5, 
We also have that 
CO+!+ Fg+k 
Ii s 
h(x, Y) dF(x) dF(y) 
[a 46 
~(Eh215.,x<r,+h;58<r<-r,+k Pr(5, < X < 5, + h)Pr(& < X I tp + k))“* 
= ~~~~~~~I~l~~~l~O~” = o(l(h> 40. 
The other terms can be dealt with similarly. 
Condition (iii) in Theorem 4.1 holds because {h(,,,): u < U} is a VC-subgraph class 
with envelope in L2 and 
lim Elk,“, - h(~.,& = 0. 
(U> 0) + (50 58) 
This last fact follows from the dominated convergence theorem: Ihc,,,) - htC,C8)(2 < 
(P - Co-2mh21=IX,,...,X,~~. q 
Next, we present a bootstrap version of Theorem 5.2. Let Zz, 1, . . . , Zz,, be the ordered 
X:1, . . ..Xz.,, with ties disposed of in the usual way, and let 
u;,,,, := (“an)- 1 c [nol]+l~~*<...<i,1[n8]h(Z~,i,,...,Z~,i~). (5.3) 
Theorem 5.3. Besides the hypotheses in Theorem 5.2, assume also that, 
(i) Thefunction g dejined by g(r, s, t) = j: ... li h(r, x2, . . . ,x,)dF(x,) ... dF(x,) is 
continuous at (5,, 5,, &) and (5~~ 5,, 5~). 
(ii) lim, t + 5 1 (F(s) - F(t) - (s - t)F’(&)l//s - tl = 0 and 
lim s,r- 5, IF(s) - F(r) - (s - r)F’(5a)llls - tl = 0. 
(iii) E(lh1210g(lhlv2))z,.X,,...,X,~b < ~0. 
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(iv) Thereis& >Osuchthatsupt;~_,l.,,,..,,m~~~+,Ih(xl,...,~,)I < coand thesame 
condition holds with C$ replacing 4,. 
Then, 
lim 64*(n”2(U&o - Un,a,s)) =a.s. lim ~(n’W~,,,~ - 
n-tm “+CC 
Proof. We abbreviate Ur(h,,,,,, P,J to U,*(u, 0). Most of the arguments in 
Theorem 5.2 can be used in the bootstrap case. In particular, Lemma 1 in Ghosh 
(1971) can be used to prove that 
,1/z z* ( n,[na1 - F, l (a)) + n’V,*(&) - K!(5,))/!(5,)pr’-0 a.s. 
@ z* 
( n,rn,~l - f’,‘(P)) + n “*(F,*(tp) - FZ%p)Yf(td~o a.s. (5.4) 
Therefore, it is enough to show that, a.s. 
lim ~*(~‘i”(~,*(z~I,,,l~ Z&,,,) - U,(K,[n,rrl, Y,,~~fi])) 
n-r’x 
= lim =%1’2(u,(K,~n,aj, K,[QI) - At,, rs)). 
n-r, 
We apply Theorem 4.2. (5.4) implies condition (i) in Theorem 4.2. Using a similar but 
sharper estimation than the one in the previous proof, we get that conditions (i) and (ii) 
in Theorem 5.3 imply condition (ii) in Theorem 4.2. Condition (iii) in Theorem 4.2 is 
condition (iv) in Theorem 5.3. Condition (iv) in Theorem 4.2 was proved above. 
Finally we prove that Condition (v) in Theorem 4.2 holds. Let ](u, u) - (s, t)] < 6, 
a < u, v, s, t < b, with u and s close to t, and v and t close to ts, assuming, without loss 
of generality, that u < s and v < t. Then, Pr(u < Xi I s) I c6 for some finite constant 
c by hypothesis (ii), and likewise for u and t. Therefore, for small 6, 
log(l/@Elh,,,“, - %,I2 
I 2mlog(l/~)EhZ~,,X,~s,a~X,,...,~,~b + 2mlog(1/6)Eh21,,X,It,a~X,,...,X,~b 
< 2mlog(1/6)[Eh21 u<X,ss,asX ,,..., X,1b,lhJs6-“~ 
+ Eh21 uiX,<t,asX ,,..., X,~b,lhlsS-“~ 
+ 2Eh2kxI ,..., x,sb,,h1>a-“41 
< 4mc@‘210g&‘@ + 8mEh210g(lhl ~2)z~~X,,...,X_~b,lhl~6-~‘~. - 
This tends to zero as 6 -+ 0 by condition (iii), proving Theorem 4.2. 0 
Now, we study the convergence of trimmed U-statistics as defined in Janssen et al. 
(1987). Let 0 < CI < p < 1. Let Wn,l, . . . , W,,(;) be the (magnitude) order statistics 
associated to {h(Xi, 2 . . . , Xi,): 1 i il < ... < i, < n} (i.e. the variables h are ordered by 
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absolute value). Then the trimmed U-statistic is defined as 
LBC)I 
L-J:,., = (P - a)- l(L)- 1 c wn,i. (5.5) 
i = [a(:)] + 1 
Denote HF(x) = Pr(h(X,, . . . ,X,,,) I x}. Suppose there are i, and I$ with HF(la) = CI 
and HF(&) = /I. Denote 0(u, v) = Ehl,,,,s.. We want to show that 
nl’z(Ur n,a,fl - S(&> ip)) = nliz UL(g, P) + op(1) (5.6) 
where 
The following result gives Theorem 2.1 in Janssen et al. (1987) under weaker 
conditions. 
Theorem 5.4. In the notation above, assume that Hk(i,) > 0, and Hk(ip) > 0. Then 
(5.6) holds. 
Proof. If j& = (/I - u.-lhZuc,,sv and UT(u, v) = VZ(j&,“,) then Uzor,p = 
U:(W,,Ca(;)l) wnm7Jl)~ We apply Theorem 4.1. We must show first that 
n”“(U,‘(G, ip) - SK,, ia)), @(W,,ta(;)J - i,) and n1/2(Wn,tp(:lJ - ia) convergejoint- 
ly. It is enough to show nl’*( Wn,Cac;j7 - i,) + n”*(H,&) - cc)/H;(&,)(lJ and 
fiii2(IQB(;), - is) + n”*(H&) - MM&N,) converge to zero in probability, 
where H,,(t) = (~)~l~l~i,c__.~i,~nZh~X,~,..,,x,_~~t. This follows from Lemma 1 in 
Ghosh (1971). We need to show that for any F > 0, 
Pr{n l’*(w n, C&)1 - i,) I r; n”*(K&‘,) - cNH#M(i,) 2 t + s) 
5 Pr{n”‘(a - HF(la + tn-‘I*)) I n”*(H,(ia + tn-“*) - HF(ia + tn-“‘)); 
n”*(H&) - ~)/H~(&4i,) 2 t + &j+ 0. (5.7) 
We note first that n-l/*(c! - HF(la + tn- “*)) + - tHk(QO)(ia). Since Cl,,<,,: u E R} is 
a VC class, n”*(H,(u) - H(u)) satisfies the CLT uniformly in R and therefore the 
equicontinuity condition (1.4) implies that 
n”2(H,,([a + tn- 112 ) - HAL + tn-“2) - H,(L) + H&))pI-O. 
So, (5.7) holds. 
As for condition (ii) in Theorem 4.1, an elementary computation shows that 
oe(i,> i,M> k) = -Q’,HN%)(i,) + KpHZ(&)(ia). 
Since the class of sets (((xi, . . . ,x,): u < h(xl, . . . ,x,) _< v}: u < v} is a VC class, 
Lemma 5.1 implies that the class of functions {Au,“): u < u> is a VC- subgraph class. 
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We also have that limcu,v)+(t., to) JW& - fit., Q)* = 0 which implies condition (iii) in 
Theorem 4.1. q 
Finally, we consider the bootstrap of trimmed U-statistics. Let Wz, 1, . . . , Wn*,(,,) be 
the ordered {h(X~,i,, . . . , Xz,i,): 1 I il < ... < i, I n}. Denote U:*(U, V) = 
K(f,,,“,, P,)> uz,,,, = Ei;*(W&)]’ W,*,,rj$,,). 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that 
lim J&(s) - I&(t) - (s - t)H#Jl/ls - tl = 0 
&l--r 5, 
and 
lim IHF(s) - HP(t) - (s - t)Hh(cp)[/[s - tl = 0. 
s,t*& 
Then. 
lim 2?*(n’i2(U%t,B - UnT,=,p) =a.s. hm =Y(n”2(U#Y,a.~ - e(&, &)). 
n-too “-rU2 
Proof. Let l&(t) be as in the previous proof, and let H,*(r) = 
(nm)-lCl~i,<-..<i,~nzh(X,,, ,,_.., X.,f_)st. We first show that 
&2 w* 
( n, l~G)l - Wn,[a(n,,]) + n “2W,*(5,) - H,(L)WG(L)~O as. 
Again we use Lemma 1 in Ghosh (1971). For E > 0 
P*{n l/7. J‘JP ( ” La(“,j, - ~,[E(;)I) 2 t + 6 nli2(H,*(ia) - H&)/%(~,) 2 -t> 
I P*{n”2(H,*(Wn,[a(k), + n-1’2t) - Hn(Wn,[,&), + n-1’2t)) 
I d’“(a - H,( Wn,[&)] + n-1’2t)), n “2wx5a) - 4(5,NlW5,) 2 -t>. (5.8) 
Since lim _P*(n”“(H,*(t) - H,(t)): t c R) = a.s, lim _!T(n”*(H,(t) - HF(t)): t E R), it is 
enough to show that a.s. 
n”qa - H*( W;,Ja(;), + n- “Zt)) -+ - tI&(&?). (5.9) 
Since EjZhsx - Iht12 = O(lt - xl) for x, t -+ [,, by Corollary 3.4, for any E,, --f 0, with 
probability one 
suP(~“21xl(4 - fw) - K(Y) + fMY)I lx - Yl 2 bJlog4 
lx - Ll < 1, lx - ial -=c 11 
goes to zero. Therefore, with probability one, 
n1’21ff”wn,[a(k),) - ffF(Wn,[m(“,)]) - ff”(w,,C1(k)l + n-“2o 
+ ffF(w”,[a(:)] + n- 1’201 (5.10) 
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goes to zero. By hypothesis, a.s. 
n”2uMK,[a(~,,) - &ml,[a(;)] + n-“20)+ -tHX,). (5.11) 
There is F > 0 such that HF(t) is continuous in ([, - E, c, + E) and so for {iI, . . . , im} n 
{jl,-..,jm) =0, Pr(h(Xi,,...,xi,)=h(Xj,,..., Xj,)E(i, - E, ia + E)) = 0. This im- 
plies that, for ]<12 - .sJ < E, IHn(s) - II,( I c/n for some constant c. Hence 
n”2(Hn( w,, [&),) - c() a.s. 0  (5.12) 
So, (5.10)-(5.12) imply (5.9). Checking the rest of the conditions of Theorem 4.2 is 
routine. 0 
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